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Contract Signing Ceremony with Shanghai Baosteel Group

In March 2004, MOL signed a 20-year contract with Shanghai Baosteel

Group, China’s largest steelmaker, to operate a 300,000-ton class “very

large ore carrier.” To be completed in the second half of 2008 or first half

of 2009, the vessel will carry iron ore from Brazil to China. This is the fourth

ship to operate under a long-term contract between Baosteel and MOL.

Excluding its shipping subsidiary, Baosteel had relied almost entirely on the

spot market for its ocean transport needs until recently. A senior executive

at Baosteel noted that only MOL could provide the required vessels, and

that this ability was the key to forming a partnership with MOL. This rela-

tionship is still expanding: Baosteel is considering the construction of even

more vessels in conjunction with MOL.

In its 2003 annual report, MOL stated that “we also expect better re-

sults in dry bulk thanks to the consistent growth in crude steel production

worldwide, especially in

China.” MOL then confirmed

this outlook by using its own

network to gather information

in China, and decided to place

a large order for Capesize

bulkers ahead of other ship-

ping companies—and before

tight capacity prompted ship-

yards to raise prices.

As table 1 shows, China’s iron ore imports in 2003 were 148 million

tons, 37 million more than in 2002. This growth was responsible for much

of the global increase in iron ore shipments as well as for the healthy mar-

ket conditions for the entire bulker market. As is often the case in countries

with economies that have started to take off, China requires huge volumes

of steel for massive construction projects. There are now many highways,

bridges and other infrastructure projects leading up to the 2008 Beijing

Olympics and 2010 Shanghai Expo, as well as for development of western

regions of the country. Also driving demand for steel are manufacturing, no-

tably for autos and ships (see table 2), and public-works projects requiring

water and fuel pipes. The Chinese government is supporting this growth

while at the same time keeping the market from becoming overheated by

encouraging the closing of unproductive small and midsize steel mills. The

resulting growth rate in iron ore imports will most likely not be below the

pace at which the supply of bulk carriers rises. Based on its rising need for

iron ore along with expectations for bulker rates to remain relatively high,

Baosteel decided to enter into long-term contracts with MOL to ensure a

reliable flow of raw materials. Baosteel’s stance meshes well with MOL’s

policy of building long-term relationships with trustworthy partners rather

than pursuing big short-term profits during the brief periods when rates are

unusually high.

The positive outlook for bulkers is not limited to China’s steel industry.

The highly competitive 35 Capesize bulkers that MOL has ordered (as of

May 2004), the first of which was completed in January 2004, are attracting

attention among Japanese steelmakers. During the past year or so, MOL has

signed a number of medium- to long-term contracts with these companies,

MOL’s core customer segment for these bulkers.

In fiscal 2003, China accounted for only about 1% of iron ore transported

by MOL. According to MOL’s plans, this share will rise to 5% in fiscal 2006

and 10% in fiscal 2009. Iron ore transport exemplifies MOL’s China strategy.

While closely monitoring opportunities in this market, MOL aims to reap ben-

efits directly and indirectly from medium- and long-term perspectives. Earnings

will be generated in a flexible yet stable manner that does not aim for short-

term gains or result in an undue reliance on the Chinese market.

Of course, resources for steelmaking are not the only market sector in

China having an impact on global demand for ocean transportation. China

has been a net importer of crude oil since 1993. In 2003, China passed

Japan to become the world’s second-largest consumer of oil. That year, its
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Import area-wise World Iron Ore Trade
(million tons)

Growth in China Crude Oil Imports and
Automobile Production
Crude oil imports
       (million tons)

North America/Europe Trade Exporter-
wise Container Cargo Movements
(million TEU)

 China  Japan  Korea  Taiwan  Others
Source: Fearnleys Review 2003, Tex Report

 Crude oil imports Automobile production
Sources: BP Statistical Review of World Energy,
 FOURIN Overseas Auto Monthly Report, FOURIN China Auto

Monthly Report

Automobile production
(10,000 vehicles)

 PRC + Hong Kong  Japan  Korea  Taiwan
 ASEAN

Source: Piers/Joc, Conference Statistics etc.
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China’s Rising Demand for Natural Resources
and Energy
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crude oil imports were more than 91 million tons (see table 2), 31% more

than in 2002. Growth on this scale is one of the underlying factors support-

ing today’s high crude oil prices and tanker rates. With a large fleet of

VLCCs, MOL is a major beneficiary of the favorable market conditions. As

the first step toward expanding its role in crude oil transport to China, MOL

in April 2004 established a 50-50 joint-venture company with China’s

Sinotrans Ltd. The new company immediately started operations by purchas-

ing a VLCC from MOL.

Besides iron ore, MOL also has its eye on China’s rising demand for

other dry bulk cargo. In June 2003, MOL became a senior partner in Inter-

national Handybulk Carriers, which has bases in Hong Kong and Shanghai

and is one of the world’s largest independently managed pools of

handysize bulk carriers. Targeting rising demand in China for wood chips

and pulp for papermaking, MOL has begun entering into agreements with

Chinese companies to operate the specially designed vessels needed to

transport these materials.

MOL’s strategy for China is based on a balanced approach covering domes-

tic demand as well as exports. As table 3 shows, shipments of finished prod-

ucts from Asia to Europe and North America have increased by 2.4 times

over the past decade. China is obviously the primary source of this growth.

In 2003, China, including Hong Kong, accounted for a remarkable 63% of

total Asian exports.

Much of this expansion is due to the transfer of factories to China, a

trend that is evident in the fact that contracts with importers account for

about 80% of MOL’s exports from China to Europe and North America.

Nothing but a weakening in the economies of importing nations could possi-

bly have an impact on the strength of China’s exports. But no slowdown in

outsourcing of production to China is likely as long as there are importing

nations whose citizens demand inexpensive household goods.

China continues to be a highly cost competitive manufacturer due to the

enormous pool of labor in interior regions of the country. Furthermore, China

has improved its legal structure for foreign investments and trade to some ex-

tent following its 2001 admission to the WTO. And by skillfully managing the

foreign exchange issue, China is preserving its position as the factory to the

world. According to a foreign direct investment survey by prominent U.S. con-

sulting firm A.T. Kearney, Inc., China was chosen in both 2002 and 2003 as

the world’s most attractive country for direct investments.

To target the rapid growth in China’s finished product exports, MOL is

stepping up sales activities in importing nations. At the same time, based on

a three-year plan ending in 2005, 29 sales offices (see table 4) are being

added in China, including at inland cities. Additionally, MOL is increasing

the frequency of calls to Chinese ports by containerships (see table 5) and is

participating in the Shanghai Super Express, an innovative high-speed RORO

(roll-on/roll-off) service between Shanghai and Japan.

In the car carrier sector as well, MOL is laying the groundwork for future

growth. With Sinotrans, MOL in April 2004 established a company to ship cars

on domestic routes along the Chinese coast. This joint venture is positioning

MOL to help meet projected needs for transporting export vehicles in the future.

Growth in Containership Service in China

MOL Plans for Network Expansion in China

2003 May Started Japan-Taiwan-Hong Kong-southern China service

May Started direct service from southern China to U.S. West Coast

June Started loop service linking Shanghai and southern China with the U.S.
East Coast

2004 Feb Added Shanghai call to Asia-southern/western Africa service

April Started northern China-Philippines-Indonesia service

June Added route with first northern China port call to China-southeast
Australia service

June Started U.S. West Coast service originating in northern China

July Started Asia-northern Europe loop service originating in southern China

2003
NEW OFFICE:

XI’AN/SUZHOU/LIANYUNGANG/ZHONGSHAN/CHONGQING

UPGRADE TO NEW BRANCHES:

QINGDAO/NINGBO/XIAMEN/GUANGZHOU

2004
NEW OFFICE:
WENZHOU/SHENYANG/CHANGSHA/QUANZHOU

UPGRADE TO NEW BRANCHES:
DALIAN/NANJING

2005
NEW OFFICE:
HEFEI/CHENGDU/ZHENGZHOU/CHANGCHUN/NANCHANG/FANGCHENG

 HEADQUARTER
 BRANCHES (SEP 03)
 REP OFFICES
 OFFICES OPENED IN 2003
 OFFICES PLANNED TO OPEN IN 2004
 OFFICES PLANNED TO OPEN IN 2005

MOL’ s bulkship businesses in China
• Car Carriers

To establish a J/V operating RORO terminal at Nansha, Guanzhou.
Teamed up with Sinotrans to start coastal services.

• Iron Ore
Shanghai Baosteel Group: 4 new vessels to be engaged in long-term
contracts to carry over 10mil. tons a year.
Maanshan Iron Steel Company: COA for 10 years to carry 50,000 tons a year.

• Tanker
Teamed up with Sinotrans to start services for Chinese customers.

(table 4)

(table 5)

Exports From “The Factory to the World”
Continue to Climb
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In the logistics sector, MOL is participating in bonded warehouse

projects in Shanghai and Shenzhen. And, as was noted earlier, since most

exports are linked to outsourced production and the purchase of finished

goods from Chinese suppliers, MOL is reinforcing its ocean consolidation

business in Shanghai, Shenzhen and Hong Kong.

MOL’s ocean consolidation business is an effective means to attract major cli-

ents for exports from Southeast Asia as well as China. After all, the regional

shifts and growth in ocean cargo movements has been occurring for many

years. Initially driven by NIES and the ASEAN countries, shifts were then

shaped by China (see table 6). Now, we are witnessing the emergence of In-

dia, Brazil and Russia as significant forces in the ocean transport market.

Growth in global ocean cargo movements is shown in table 7. The

increases in containers, LNG and coal have all exceed global GDP growth

every year, and iron ore volumes surpassed GDP growth as well in 2003.

With the end of the Cold War, the socialist economic bloc, which then

accounted for about one-third of the world’s population, joined the market

economy. The greater cross-border trust that resulted also broke down barri-

ers that had prevented the international division of labor. And now south

Asia, which has a collective population about the same as China’s 1.3 bil-

lion, is becoming part of this trend. Furthermore, the rising distances

between supply sources and importing nations are pushing up demand for

ocean transport. So current trends in global logistics are not limited to

China, but are in fact bringing about momentous changes on a global scale.

This is good news for companies like MOL. But success requires the

ability to take concrete actions as far ahead of competitors as possible. The

steep growth of LNG and container transport in recent years demonstrates

the wisdom of MOL’s decision to concentrate on these market segments

during MOL next. In India, a market just now attracting attention, an LNG

carrier managed by MOL delivered that country’s first LNG shipment in Janu-

ary 2004. Two months later, MOL established a joint-venture company with

a prominent U.A.E. conglomerate to transport crude oil to India. MOL is also

expanding its presence in Russia and Brazil for the transport of natural re-

sources and containers.

MOL’s vision, backed by close ties with Middle East energy exporting

nations, extends beyond countries such as China, Brazil, India and Russia.

For instance, MOL was the first shipping company to realize what the mag-

nitude of potential growth in U.S. demand for LNG means to the industry.

Another example is refined petroleum products. Noting that petroleum im-

ports by the U.S. are projected to rise by 2.3 times between now and 2025,

MOL immediately went out to see customers to confirm this trend. This led

to the conclusion that imports of refined products would increase as a share

of U.S. petroleum imports. This finding led to MOL’s placement during fiscal

2003 of a huge order for product tankers.

Gather information from many sources. Confirm the information through its

own network. Make decisions quickly. This is the MOL formula for success in

China and elsewhere. One illustration was the prescient decision in 2003 to

place a large order for iron ore carriers. Another is the placement of orders

for product tankers.

MOL will continue to closely monitor trends in ocean transport, aiming to

be the first to take advantage of emerging opportunities. MOL believes that

the ability to accurately analyze trends and quickly take appropriate actions is

the key to sustainable growth for shipping companies. Within this context,

MOL regards China as both an example and major component of the dramatic

changes now taking place in global cargo flows. MOL’s recent accomplish-

ments in China therefore represent just the first of many steps to be taken

worldwide that will establish a sound foundation for sustainable growth.

Growth in World Seaborne Trade
(%)

* MOL internal calculation based on Clarkson Research Studies, Autumn 2003

*Cargo trade growth on the
basis of carried tonnage.

1993=100
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Container Throughput by Region of Asia (Global Share)

Total Asia (right scale) China (including Hong Kong) ASEAN
South Korea and Taiwan Japan

Source: Containerization International Yearbooks
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(table 7)

Container
LNG
Coal
Iron Ore
World GDP
Dry Bulk Total
Oil Total
Grain

(table 6)

Fundamental Shifts in Global Cargo Flows

What China Means to the Future of MOL
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